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Abstract Simultaneous dual-plane PIV experiments,
which utilized three cameras to measure velocity com-
ponents in two differentially separated planes, were per-
formed in streamwise-spanwise planes in the log region
of a turbulent boundary layer at a moderate Reynolds
number (Res� 1100). Stereoscopic data were obtained in
one plane with two cameras, and standard PIV data were
obtained in the other with a single camera. The scattered
light from the two planes was separated onto respective
cameras by using orthogonal polarizations. The acquired
datasets were used in tandem with continuity to compute
all 9 velocity gradients, the complete vorticity vector and
other invariant quantities. These derived quantities were
employed to analyze and interpret the structural char-
acteristics and features of the boundary layer. Sample
results of the vorticity vector are consistent with the
presence of hairpin-shaped vortices inclined downstream
along the streamwise direction. These vortices envelop
low speed zones and generate Reynolds shear stress that
enhances turbulence production. Computation of incli-
nation angles of individual eddy cores using the vorticity
vector suggests that the most probable inclination angle
is 35� to the streamwise-spanwise plane with a resulting
projected eddy inclination of 43� in the streamwise-wall-
normal plane.

1 Introduction

Over the past few decades, researchers have worked
toward understanding the eddy structure within tur-

bulent boundary layers in order to develop effective
simplifying models. Adrian et al. (2000b) have
reinforced the viewpoint that ‘‘hairpin vortices’’ are a
primary feature in turbulence transport and produc-
tion. The authors performed PIV experiments in
streamwise-wall-normal planes of a turbulent boundary
layer and found signatures of heads of hairpin vortices.
Most significantly, they also observed that these vorti-
ces traveled together in groups, termed ‘‘hairpin pack-
ets’’. Recently, Ganapathisubramani et al. (2003), with
stereoscopic PIV data in streamwise-spanwise planes in
the logarithmic region of a turbulent boundary layer
(z+ = 92 and 150, where z+ is the wall-normal loca-
tion non-dimensionalized by Us-skin friction velocity
and m-kinematic viscosity), concluded that these hairpin
packets occupy only a small percentage of the total
area, but contribute to a significant proportion of the
total Reynolds shear stress generated, conservatively
more than 30%. Hence, the hairpin packets are a very
important mechanism in turbulence production. How-
ever, a detailed understanding of the three dimensional
structure of hairpin vortices and packets is not yet
available, and many questions remain unanswered
regarding the shape, size, orientation and dynamics or
these structures. To resolve the strength and orienta-
tion of a vortex, it is necessary to measure all three
components of vorticity. Various analytical methods
have relied on the complete velocity gradient tensor to
isolate individual vortex cores (see Zhou et al. 1999;
Jeong and Hussain 1995), and Chong et al. (1990) have
shown that a complete description of the local flow
topology can be obtained from the velocity gradient
tensor.

Several researchers have used multiple hot-wire
probes to measure multiple components of the gradi-
ent tensor simultaneously including the nine sensor
vorticity probe developed by Balint et al. (1991).
Similar ‘point’ gradient measurements have been made
using Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA)(see e.g.
Ötügeny et al. 1998). However, the hot-wire and LDA
gradient measurements are typically limited to a point
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in space, and Taylor’s hypothesis must be applied to
make inferences about spatial flow structures. Stan-
dard PIV has been used in various studies to obtain
four in-plane components of the velocity gradient
tensor over a plane instantaneously. This enables cal-
culation of one vorticity component (out-of-plane
vorticity) over a planar field. Stereoscopic PIV and
scanning PIV give the out-of-plane velocity compo-
nent, and hence two more components of the velocity
gradient tensor can be determined. However, the in-
plane components of the vorticity vector remain
unresolved with this method.

Holographic particle image velocimetry (HPIV) can
provide the complete velocity gradient tensor over a
volume (Meng and Hussain 1995; Zhang et al. 1997).
The in-line and off-axis holographic PIV techniques
(for example, see Scherer and Bernal 1997; Barnhart
et al. 1994) are capable of providing a 3-D velocity field
over a volume. Any velocity gradient can then be
determined by differentiation. Another method capable
of determining the complete gradient tensor is dual-
plane stereoscopic PIV (DSPIV). This technique, which
enables measurement of the complete velocity gradient
tensor over a plane, has been employed previously by a
limited number of research groups for various pur-
poses. Kähler (2004) used a polarization-based dual-
plane technique to compute correlations between
planes with various separations in a turbulent bound-
ary layer. Two independent stereo PIV systems mea-
sured three velocity components in two parallel planes,
with the two pairs of light sheets having orthogonal
polarization. The property of polarization of scattered
light was used to image light from the two sheet pairs
onto two independent camera pairs. The working
principle of this method was based on the concept that
light scattered by small particles (diameter <10 lm)
possesses the same polarization properties as the inci-
dent light. Polarization filters were placed in front of
the camera lenses to allow passage of light with specific
polarization. Hu et al. (2001) used the same technique
to investigate large-scale features in a lobed jet. Mullin
and Dahm (2005) employed a frequency-based DSPIV
technique to measure the velocity gradient tensor in a
turbulent shear flow. Their technique is similar to the
above in principle, except that two independent stereo
PIV systems measured velocity components in differ-
entially-spaced planes illuminated by pairs of 532 nm
and 635 nm laser light sheets. This method thus relied
on color filters on the camera lenses to isolate one
plane from another.

In the present study, a three-camera polarization-
based dual-plane technique is used to measure the full
velocity gradient tensor. The continuity equation is
employed in combination with the PIV data to deter-
mine the appropriate quantities. The overall objective of
this study is to use the three dimensional velocity gra-
dient data to study the geometric structure and organi-
zation of vortices in the boundary layer and their
relation to turbulence production.

2 Experiment and methods

Experiments were performed in a suction-type boundary
layer wind tunnel. Measurement planes were located 3.3
m downstream of a trip wire in a zero-pressure-gradient
flow with freestream velocity U¥ = 5.9 m s�1 and Res =
1160 (Res=dUs/c), where d is the boundary layer thick-
ness). The Reynolds number based on the momentum
thicknessReh was 2600, and the value of d in the region of
the measurement planes was 70 mm. The streamwise,
spanwise and wall-normal directions are along the x, y
and z axes respectively and the fluctuating velocity
components along those three directions are represented
as u, v and w. All quantities are normalized using Us and
m and are denoted with a superscript +.

The flow was seeded with olive oil droplets (size
�1 lm) that were generated by eight Laskin nozzle units
set up in parallel. The oil droplets were ingested into the
intake of the wind tunnel upstream of honeycomb
straighteners and screens used for flow conditioning. At
the test section, glass side-walls and a glass bottom wall
were installed in the wind tunnel to provide high-quality
optical access.

Two independent PIV systems capture data simulta-
neously in neighboring streamwise spanwise planes
separated by �1.3 mm (21 wall units or 22g, where g is
the Kolmogorov length scale and g+ � 0.95) as shown
in Fig. 1. System 1, which is stereoscopic, provides three
velocity components over a plane illuminated by Sheet 1,
and System 2 uses a single camera to measure the
streamwise-spanwise velocity components in the higher
plane illuminated by Sheet 2. Simultaneous measure-
ments are performed utilizing the polarization property
of the laser light sheets to isolate one plane to one
camera set. (see e.g. Kähler and Kompenhans 2000; Hu
et al. 2001; Christensen and Adrian 2002).

System 1 includes two Kodak Megaplus 1k · 1k pixel
resolution cameras equipped with Nikon 105 mm lenses.
The lenses are fitted with linear polarizers (two in series)
oriented to allow the passage of horizontally-polarized
light only. System 2 includes one TSI Powerview camera
with 2k · 2k pixel resolution and a Nikon 50 mm lens.
The linear polarizers in this case are oriented to allow
the passage of vertically-polarized light only. Light
sheets are generated from a pair of Spectra-Physics PIV-
400 series Nd:YAG laser beams (350 mJ/pulse) that are
horizontally polarized. The original beams pass through
a 50-50 beamsplitter (CVI-laser) as shown in Fig. 2. Half
of the original energy (that is horizontally polarized) is
used to illuminate the planes for system 1. The other half
passes through a half-wave plate (CVI laser) to rotate
the polarization by 90� and is used to illuminate the
planes for system 2. Each laser-sheet pair is aligned
independently to illuminate a specific wall-normal
location.

The thickness of the laser sheets and the separation
between the sheets of systems 1 and 2 were determined
by performing burn tests at multiple spanwise locations.
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A piece of laser alignment paper was placed in the
measurement region, and the laser sheets exposed it
leaving permanent marks on the paper. The paper was
then scanned into a TIFF image with a high-quality
scanner. The sheet thickness and separation values are
then obtained by analyzing the TIFF image. The
thicknesses of the laser sheets for Systems 1 and 2 were
found to be 0.35 and 0.45 mm respectively based on the
full width of the burn mark left on the paper.

Although the burn method is not the most accurate
technique for determination of sheet thickness
(depending on the laser power and beam profile, this
method could either under or overestimate the sheet
thickness), it is sufficiently accurate to determine the
sheet separation. The separation between the centerlines
of the burn marks of each sheet was found to be 1.3 mm.
The uncertainty in measuring the separation between the
sheets was estimated to be 0.1 mm based on the TIFF
scans and is independent of the uncertainty associated

with sheet thickness. The measurement of sheet separa-
tion(critical to the determination of ¶U/¶z and ¶V/¶z)
with a more accurate method is a goal for our future
work using the present technique.

Vector fields for the 1k · 1k cameras were computed
using the adaptive central-difference technique outlined

Fig. 2 Top view of laser setup. V and H designate the direction of
vertical and horizontal polarization respectively

Fig. 1 (a) Perspective view
(b) side view of the experimental
setup. H1 and H2 are linear
polarization filters oriented to
allow passage of horizontally-
polarized light. V1 and V2 are
linear polarization filters that
allow passage of vertically-
polarized light
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in Wereley and Meinhart (2001) using TSI Insight 6.1
with a final window size of 16·16 pixels (no smoothing
was applied). The final interrogation windows had 50%
overlap. The vectors from each camera in the stereo
plane were then combined using suitable magnification
factors to compute all three velocity components (see
Ganapathisubramani et al. 2002 for details). In order to
maintain a similar spatial resolution as in the stereo-
scopic plane, the vector fields from the Powerview
camera were computed using 32 · 32 pixel windows with
50% overlap(final size) using the same central difference
technique. The resulting vector fields from the single
camera were resampled and mapped onto the grid of the
stereo measurement using inverse-distance interpolation.
The resolution of the resulting vector fields was about 14
· 14 wall units (15g·15g), and the total field size was
1.1d· 1.1d.

The average pixel displacements in the stereo plane
and the single camera plane were 6 and 15 pixels
respectively. The vector fields were validated using a
standard Gaussian engine that removed vectors with
values outside of 4 standard deviations from the mean.
Any missing vectors were interpolated using a 3·3 local
mean technique. The number of spurious vectors was
close to 4% in the stereo plane and less than 3% in the
single camera plane.

The single camera vector field from the upper plane in
liaison with the stereoscopic data from the lower plane
was used to compute all velocity gradients in the lower
plane. A second-order central-difference method was
used to compute all possible in-plane gradients while a
first-order forward-difference was used to compute the
wall-normal gradients of the streamwise and spanwise
velocities. Finally, the continuity equation was used to
recover the wall-normal gradient of the wall-normal
velocity.

2.1 Uncertainty in computed gradients

An uncertainty analysis was performed to quantify the
accuracy of the computed gradients. The uncertainty in
any computed velocity gradient is dependent on the
uncertainty in the velocity component measured, in the
separation between points and in the differencing
scheme used to compute the gradient (see Raffel et al.
1998). A simple error propagation analysis was em-
ployed to compute the uncertainties in the gradients at a
single point as described by Kline and McClintock
(1953). Table 1 lists the computed absolute uncertainty
in all 9 gradients and values normalized by each r.m.s
(root mean square) of the gradients.

For in-plane velocity gradients, the primary contri-
butions to the uncertainty come from the pixel resolu-
tion and stereoscopic reconstruction. The uncertainty in
sheet separation makes a significant contribution to the
uncertainty in the gradient in the wall-normal direction
for ¶U/¶z and ¶V/¶z. Considering all nine gradients,
the largest absolute uncertainties occur for ¶W/¶x and

¶W/¶y. These large values are dominated by uncertainty
in the stereoscopic reconstruction algorithm. The
absolute uncertainty in the gradients ¶U/¶z and ¶V/¶z
increases with uncertainty in sheet separation so that
these values are typically larger than those for the
corresponding in-plane gradients. The column denoted
by dK shows the absolute uncertainty in a measurement
equal to the r.m.s. value for each gradient. Note that in
the experimental dataset discussed below, the values of
gradients used to identify vortex cores are typically at
least twice the r.m.s. value. As a result, the relative
uncertainty in the gradients of interest to this study is
smaller than values reported in column 4 by a factor of
two or more. The following paragraph illustrates this
important point by citing examples of typical values of
vorticity components (computed using these gradients)
and the uncertainty associated with them.

Consider a relatively weak vortex core (weak in
magnitude from the swirl strength values) located at
(x+, y+) of (0,�200) in Figs. 5a, b. The wall-normal
vorticity (xz=¶V/¶x �¶U/¶y) at a point in this core has
a value of �275 s�1 (r.m.s value of xz is 240 s�1). The
uncertainty in this value of xz based on the values
indicated in Table 1 is 11%. The streamwise-vorticity
component( xx=¶W/¶y �¶V/¶z) at the same point has a
value of 624 s�1 (the r.m.s value xx is 270 s�1). The
uncertainty in the value of xx using the values indicated
in Table 1 is 12%. Similarly, a typical value for spanwise
vorticity (xy=¶U/¶z �¶W/¶x) at a point in a relatively
weak spanwise oriented vortex core is 480 s�1 (r.m.s
value of xy is 250 s�1). The uncertainty in this value of
xy based on the values in Table 1 is 16%. The above
examples reflect the findings of Westerweel (1994), where
the author computed the uncertainty in vorticity in a one
dimensional shear layer using synthetic PIV images. This
study revealed that the value of vorticity could be
computed with 10–20% accuracy at best (depending on
the measurement noise), provided the velocity data are
within 1–2% accuracy.

It should be noted that the uncertainty in the
wall-normal gradients cannot be improved much further
by using a four-camera dual-plane stereoscopic PIV
technique. Accuracy of wall-normal gradients depends
primarily on accuracy of the velocity component and
determination of sheet separation. Therefore, three-

Table 1 Uncertainties in velocity gradients at z+=110. K is any
gradient, rK is the r.m.s of K, dK is the uncertainty in the gradient
with value rK

K rK (s�1) dK (s�1) % dK/rK

¶U/¶x 104 14.6 14
¶U/¶y 165 14.6 9
¶U/¶z 192 23.6 12
¶V/¶x 123 26.2 21
¶V/¶y 115 26.2 22
¶V/¶z 182 29.2 16
¶W/¶x 167 74.8 44
¶W/¶y 188 74.8 39
¶W/¶z 123 30.2 24
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component velocity field information in two differen-
tially-separated planes is redundant. However it can be
used to validate the technique by comparing the com-
puted gradients against continuity (see Mullin and
Dahm 2005).

The validity of the dual-plane gradients in the present
study can be judged further by computing the wall-
normal gradient of mean streamwise velocity @ �U=@zð Þ:
This value can be compared with the wall-normal gra-
dient predicted by the log law:

@ �U
@z
¼ Us

jz
;

where z is the wall normal location and j = 0.41 is the
universal log-law constant. For our wall-normal loca-
tion, which is 6.7 mm from the wall, and skin friction
velocity Us = 0.25 m s�1, the log law predicts the gra-
dient to be 90.34 s�1. The measured average value from
an ensemble of 1200 images (with resolution of 100 · 100
vectors) is 87.82 s�1. The error in the mean value of the
gradient is thus 2.8% which is well within the expected
uncertainty for this first order difference quantity.

The r.m.s statistics of the three vorticity components
were computed, and they compare well with previous
data in the literature. The r.m.s values of all three vor-
ticity components measured in this experiment are
within 5–10% of the corresponding values measured
using hot-wires by Balint et al. (1987) (Reh=2080),
Balint et al. 1991 (Reh = 2685) and Honkan and An-
dreopoulos (1997) (Reh=2790) and computed by Spal-
art (1988) in a direct numerical simulation(DNS) (Reh =
1410). The differences in the r.m.s. values are well within
the uncertainty limits of the measurements. Since, the
gradients computed in this study are used to examine
coherent vortex structures, as opposed to the details of
small scale turbulence, the agreeable comparison of our
data with the previous literature suggests that the mea-

surement technique is acceptable for the application
chosen.

3 Results and discussion

In all vector plots presented, the flow is from left to
right, and the local mean �U is subtracted from the vec-
tors to clearly illustrate the slow and fast moving zones.
The contour and vector plots shown in all figures are
computed from a single realization, but the patterns are
representative of those found in many vector fields.

Figure 3a, b show the streamwise velocity fluctuation
(u+) contours from the lower (z+=110) and upper
planes (z+=130) respectively. It is clear that the two
planes are very well correlated. The streamwise velocity
signature consists of narrow and elongated low- and
high-speed regions. The region marked with a box in the
figure contains a signature of a ‘‘hairpin packet’’ as
identified by the feature extraction algorithm described
in Ganapathisubramani et al. (2003). The algorithm first
searched for regions of strong positive wall-normal
vorticity (xz) lying above regions of strong negative
vorticity. Between the positive and negative vorticity
regions, it identified points of strong instantaneous
Reynolds shear stress (�uw), that served as seed points
for a region growing algorithm. All interconnected
points with similar streamwise velocity were then in-
cluded in the packet region. In subsequent plots, we
present a zoomed in view of the boxed area in order to
focus on the details of the packet region.

The wall-normal (xz
+) and streamwise (xx

+) com-
ponents of vorticity of the boxed region are plotted in
Fig. 4a, b. As seen from Fig. 3, this region is centered on
a low-speed zone. The plot of xz

+ shows that the low-
speed region is enveloped by negative values on the top
and the positive values on the bottom. Also, the vectors
seem to indicate that these regions of vorticity contain
swirling motions indicative of vortex cores. However,
the vortices seen here are not merely wall-normal vor-

Fig. 3 Fluctuating streamwise velocity (u+) contours at (a) z+ =
110; �Uþ1 ¼ 16:04; (b) z+ = 130; �Uþ2 ¼ 16:48
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tices. This point becomes clear from the xx
+ plot. The

regions of positive xz
+ have predominantly positive

xx
+, and regions of negative xz

+ have negative xx
+.

The data thus suggest the presence of vortices inclined at
an angle with respect to the streamwise direction which
would be expected from a cross sectional view of a series
of hairpin-type vortices. Note, however, that inclined
hairpin-type signatures are not the only type of instan-
taneous structures observed. Examination of various
vector fields in the two neighboring planes indicates
evidence of some structures that are inclined at 90 de-
grees to the streamwise direction and others that are
completely streamwise.

To present more concrete evidence that regions of
strong vorticity correspond with vortex cores, we
examine plots of the instantaneous swirl strength for the
same ‘boxed’ region shown in Fig. 3. Various analytical
methods have relied on the complete velocity gradient
tensor to isolate individual vortex cores. Chong et al.
(1990) Dallmann (1983) and Jeong and Hussain (1995)
among others have shown that a complete description of
the local flow topology can be obtained from the
velocity gradient tensor. In this study, swirl strength
(k3D), which is the imaginary part of the complex
eigenvalue of the velocity gradient tensor (see Zhou et al.
1999), is used. This quantity isolates regions where fluid
swirls about an axis in the flow field. Two-dimensional
swirl strength(k2D) can be computed using the gradient
tensor that contains only the in-plane velocity gradients
(Adrian et al. 2000a).

Values of swirl strength are computed from the
velocity gradients obtained from the PIV datasets. We
note that uncertainties in the individual velocity gradi-
ents must lead to uncertainties in the values of computed
swirl strength. A direct quantification of this uncertainty
is not possible given the interdependence of the various
gradients within coherent structures. However, unlike
vorticity, finite values of swirl strength require the
presence of multiple gradients with significant strength
and appropriate sign (vorticity requires only one strong
gradient). This requirement will act toward suppressing
the effect of random noise on false positive identification
of vortex cores. Also, our results show that significant
swirl strength tends to occur in groups of contiguous
points, rather than at a single point, suggesting that swirl
is a good qualitative identifier of vortex cores as opposed
to an identifier of noise.

Figure 5a reveals the instantaneous two dimensional
swirl strength (k2D

+) at z+=110. (Note that in Fig-
ure 5, only every second vector is plotted). This plot in
tandem with xz

+ (see Fig. 4a) shows that 2-D swirl
isolates regions that are swirling about an axis aligned
with the wall-normal direction. A visual comparison
between the locations of swirl in the lower and upper
planes (not shown here) indicates a forward tilt to most
structures as they are offset in the positive streamwise
direction in the upper plane. (This trend is observable in
many pairs of planes, in particular when they are viewed
in rapid succession). However, if the inclination of vor-
tices with respect to the wall is small, k2D

+ does a poor

Fig. 4 Various quantities at
z+=110 (a) xz

+, (b) xx
+. The

dark line in the plots is the
envelope of a low-speed region
identified as a hairpin packet by
the algorithm described in
Ganapathisubramani et al.
(2003)
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job at identifying them. Figure 5b presents a plot of the
full swirl strength (k3D

+) computed utilizing the com-
plete velocity gradient tensor. The plot reveals that the
3-D swirl identifies not only the hairpin-shaped vortices
cutting across the plane but also additional regions not
isolated by 2-D (wall-normal) swirl. The magnitudes of
k3D

+ are typically larger than k2D
+ in the same location

suggesting some deviation from the wall-normal direc-
tion. Note for example, the location at the downstream
end of the packet that contains elongated regions of
significant k3D

+ but not k2D
+. It could be speculated

that these regions could possibly coincide with angled
necks of a hairpin vortex that are cutting across the
measurement volume with a shallow angle and hence are
not completely apparent in the 2-D swirl plot.

Figure 6 reveals additional information about the
same ‘‘hairpin packet’’. Figure 6a, b show contours of
u+ and uw+. These plots demonstrate that the hairpin
packet is a low-speed zone which contains significant
Reynolds shear stress in multiple spatially compact re-
gions. Figure 6c shows instantaneous production, de-
fined as uw+(¶U+/¶z+)1. Some locations of strong

production lie close to swirling zones. Figure 6c shows
high production levels in the packets near the legs of
hairpins (for example, the middle of the packet at x+=0
has high production zones on either side of a swirl).
Other examples (not shown here) reveal strong Reynolds
stress production in regions that lie close to zones of
significant k3D

+ (but, not k2D
+) that could be spanwise

heads or streamwise oriented legs of hairpin vortices,
and these sites can be considered as alternate zones for
turbulence production.

The dual-plane data can also be used to compute the
inclination angle of vortices by determining the orien-
tation of the vorticity vector averaged over the region of
a vortex core. It is important to distinguish this quantity
from an instantaneous vorticity vector angle at a point.
In that case, the dominant signal may be from small-
scale fluctuations. By contrast, computation of the vor-
ticity vector averaged over a core region identified by the
swirl strength k3D

+ filters out small-scale incoherent
contributions and leads to determination of the core
orientation. This orientation can then be interpreted as
the local inclination of that vortex.

Figure 7 reveals the probability density function
(p.d.f.) of the inclination angle (he) that vortex cores make
with the x�y plane. The angles were computed for all
distinct regions of significant k3D

+ (k3D
+ > th,

th=0.1k3D-max
+, where k3D-max

+ is the maximum 3-D
swirl strength value in the dataset). Additional criteria
(detailed inGanapathisubramani 2004) were employed to

Fig. 5 Various quantities at
z+=110 (a) k+2D and (b) k+3D.
The dark line in the plots is the
envelope of a low speed region
identified as a hairpin packet by
the algorithm described in
Ganapathisubramani et al.
(2003)

1This is consistent with Brodkey et al. (1973) who provided an
interpretation of production, based on instantaneous Reynolds
shear stress and instantaneous wall-normal gradient, where the
production term almost exactly balances dissipation. Other defi-
nitions have also been proposed (see Bradshaw 1974).
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minimize any effect of high frequency noise on the dis-
tribution due to the use of gradient data. Each core was
required to contain a minimum of 5 contiguous points.
Also, the average enstrophy (square of the vorticity
magnitude) for any core was required to be greater than
10% of the maximum enstrophy measured in the dataset.
These thresholds were chosen to isolate a significant
number of cores for statistical convergence while mini-
mizing the influence of measurement noise on the results.

The resulting distribution (closed squares) includes a
wide range of core inclination angles at this wall-normal
location. Note that many cores have small inclination
angles. Further investigation of the probability distri-
bution of the azimuthal angle of these cores (hxy, angle

made by the projection of the vorticity vector onto the
x�y plane with the x axis) indicates two peaks. One
consistent with the presence of spanwise heads (hxy =
90�) and the other with streamwise-oriented legs (hxy =
0�). In order to obtain the inclination angles of cores
that are not aligned parallel with the measurement
plane, the average vorticity vector was computed in
isolated regions of k3D

+ that include k2D
+ (k2D

+ > 0).
This additional criterion filters out spanwise and
streamwise structures. The resulting p.d.f. (open circles
in figure Fig. 7) yields peaks at ±35�. This suggests that
most cores are inclined at 35� to the x�y plane. Note,
however, that the peaks are broad, and a wide range of
inclination angles is still present. The angle made by the

Fig. 6 Various quantities at z+

= 110. (a) u+, (b) uw+, (c)
Instantaneous production,
uw+((¶U+)/(¶z+)). The dark
line in the plots is the envelope
of a low-speed region identified
as a hairpin packet by the
algorithm described in
Ganapathisubramani et al.
(2003)
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projection of the core vorticity vector in the x�z plane
with the x axis is defined as the eddy inclination (hi). The
most probable eddy inclination angle was found to be
43�. This is comparable to a 45� inclination of hairpin-
type vortices as suggested by various researchers over
the past century (Head and Bandyopadhyay 1981).

4 Conclusions

Simultaneous dual-plane PIV experiments were
performed to compute all nine velocity gradients in a
turbulent boundary layer. The technique employed a
three-camera system where one plane of data was ob-
tained with a stereoscopic camera pair and the second
plane with a single camera. Orthogonal polarization of
the two light sheets was used to separate the light scat-
tered by tracer particles onto the appropriate cameras.
The out-of-plane gradient of the out-of-plane velocity
component was obtained by continuity. The maximum
uncertainty in gradient measurements occurs in ¶W/¶x
and ¶W/¶y due to the uncertainty in W caused by
reconstruction of stereo PIV. The relatively smaller
uncertainty in the out-of-plane gradients of U and V
could be reduced by improving the accuracy in deter-
mining the separation between laser sheets.

The measurements were used to compute the com-
plete vorticity vector and other quantities like instanta-
neous Reynolds shear stress production and 3-D swirl
strength to study the eddy structure. The mean and r.m.s
statistics of the vorticity components compare well with
the data available in the literature and the computed
wall-normal gradient of the streamwise velocity com-
ponent is in agreement with the value predicted by the
logarithmic law of the wall.

Contours of different vorticity components and 2-D
swirl strength from the two neighboring planes indicate

the existence of groups of vortices inclined downstream
along the streamwise direction consistent with the pres-
ence of hairpin vortex packets. These vortices envelop
low speed zones and generate patches of Reynolds shear
stress that enhance turbulence production. Plots of 3-D
swirl strength indicate the existence of additional vortex
cores within the low speed zones that may represent heads
of smaller eddies intersecting the measurement plane.

The dual-plane data was also used to calculate the
distribution of vortex inclination angles at this wall-
normal location. The most probable inclination angle
(he) with the streamwise-spanwise plane was found to be
±35�. This gives an eddy inclination angle (hi, as pro-
jected onto the streamwise-wall-normal plane) of 43�.
This value compares favorably with other studies that
indicated that average hairpin vortices are inclined at
45� with the streamwise direction. However, it is worth
noting that this study includes data at only one wall-
normal location, and datasets at multiple wall-normal
locations would be required to resolve the complete
vortex structure. This can be accomplished easily in the
future using the present measurement technique.
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